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March 23, 2011

Pray for Each Other

!

While I was in Toronto ministering this past weekend, I was given a word that eastern Canada
must pray for western Canada. I saw a tsunami-like shock wave coming towards western
Canada and impacting Vancouver, British Columbia.
But the key was for the eastern part of the country – to intercede for the western part of the
country. I was seeking the Lord in my hotel room and while in the Spirit this giant wave started
curling and was about to envelope me. I cried out for help, and then I came out of the
experience. The crashing waves appeared to be both natural and spiritual. The Holy Spirit
spoke to me that the Earth’s axis has actually shifted and it will be apparent in six months.
Time zones will be affected. Even weather patterns will be altered. I also saw power outages
rotating around the globe. I saw lights going on and off in various cities and regions around the
entire world.
Bob and Bonnie Jones’ word is similar in that it is a call for the U.S. to pray for Japan and
vice-versa. We will sow what we reap. Get God’s heart for another part of the globe and cry
out for mercy for that nation, city, or region. It is time for one nation to cry out for another! Let’s
call out for mercy and do some true prophetic intercession in Jesus’ Name!
The following is the word from Bob and Bonnie Jones
dated: Saturday, March 19, 2011
”In a dream today on March 19th, I saw the Father was waiting for the Church to lay a petition
before Him so He could grant mercy to Japan and also to the United States. For the mercy we
show Japan will be shown to us during the time of our need. I saw that the next six months
were critical, and He's waiting for the Church to lay this petition before Him so He can begin to
show grace. We need to be in continual prayer and lay petitions before Him. The next six
months is a very dangerous time and only the Father has the answer. The only way to Him is
through His Son, Jesus Christ.”
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